
Why does a dentist buy Richmond COTTON ROLLS 
over other brands?
Richmond cotton rolls are made with a superior grade 
of cotton and manufactured without methylcellulose  
(starch).  As a result, the cotton rolls are more absor-
bent and do not stick to the tissue in the mouth (cotton 
rolls sticking to the tissue are an irritant to the dentist).   
In addition, Richmond braided rolls come in a variety 
of sizes perfect for bleaching, full arch reconstruction, 
quadrant dentistry and pediatric dentistry.

Why are Richmond NONWOVEN SPONGES 
a market leader?
Simply, Richmond nonwoven sponges are made with 
the highest quality fabrics. The higher quality fabrics 
result in sponges with greater absorbency and a softer 
feel. Independent testing at the Philadelphia College of 
Textiles validates our absorbency claims. In addition, 
Richmond has the most extensive line of nonwoven 
sponges, Richmond 4 ply poly/rayon is an economical 
choice, the Richmond 100% cotton nonwoven is a 
perfect general use sponge providing superior absor-
bency without lint, and the MultiPly 8 ply poly/rayon is 
the ultimate in absorbency when needed for heavy 
salivation or bleeding.

Why Richmond FACE MASKS?
Richmond masks are comfortable, nonirritating, and very 
breathable. Richmond has strong brand recognition.

Why buy an INFECTION CONTROL ROLL DISPENS
The IC Roll Dispenser is fully autoclavable and keeps 
rolls sterile until use. The IC Roll Dispenser is sold 
with 200 medium 1 ½" braided rolls, but any 
1  ½" medium roll will fit. 
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Richmond, as a company, has a long history in the dental market having been in continuous operation since 1895.  
Richmond products are recognized for high quality and are a staple in the dental practice. 

WHAT SETS RICHMOND APART?

Why buy an INFECTION CONTROL ROLL DISPENSER?



Why use a REFLECTIVE SHIELD PLUS®?
  Reflective Shields Plus® can be used as a  
  cotton roll substitute and is designed to  
  provide absorption and superior illumina- 
  tion during common procedures such as 
sealants, crown preps, composite fillings and restorations. 
They are highly absorbent, and, unlike competitive products 
they do not swell up in the mouth and compromise the 
work area. Their unique film truly illuminates the oral cavity.

Why purchase a FoamEZ® SPLASH HOOD LINER?
  The FoamEZ® Splash Hood Liner   
  provides protection against prosthesis  
  chips or cracks in the event the 
  prosthesis releases from the hand 
during polishing. The FoamEZ® Splash Hood Liner 
helps keep the Splash Hood clean by covering the 
inner surface and catching flying debris.

What is the purpose/value of STERIPOCKET® 
  SteriPockets® are designed for dentists  
  who perform extractions or oral surgery.  
  The prepackaged sterile sponges are  
  dosage packed to save money for the  
  dentist (give away a pack or two instead  
  of a handful of sponges), saves time and  
better utilizes staff, and provides a more professional 
image to the patient.

Why buy a SOLUTION TRAY?
The Solution Tray is an elegant chair side tray, 
designed to dispense a variety of solutions accurately, 
conveniently, and economically, while reducing the risk 
of cross contamination. Examples of medicaments that 
can be dispensed are chlorhexidine, hemodent, alco-
hol, liquid etch, caries detector, and irrigating solution. 

Richmond, as a company, has a long history in the dental market having been in continuous operation since 1895.  
Richmond products are recognized for high quality and are a staple in the dental practice. 
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